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Dear families,
First off, we would like to say a massive thank you to all the members of
staff and the students for their resilience and hard work moving forward
and slowly out of this pandemic.
From socially distancing to staying in
their designated year group bubbles
we would like to show our appreciation and also encouragement for doing this and continuing to do so.
Year 11 are currently going through
their eight week CAG test process
which is occurring in place of their
GCSEs and I would like to ask that as
parents, you make sure to support
and push your child to reach their
highest grade possible as they’ve
been given a great chance at attaining a good grade for their final exams. We, as Year 11s, have been
working extremely hard and plan to
continue this level of dedication and
we, as well as the members of staff,
would like to say a massive well done
to everyone in the year for their persistence in making this year work.
This week, some of our Year 11s and
Year 10s partook in a workshop concerning the effects and consequences of knife crime. They explored the
issues of losing somebody close to
you, falling under the influence of
peer pressure and the different laws
surrounding the possession of weapons. The students who participated in
the workshop feel that they have
learned something and each will use
their new knowledge when making
different choices in the future.
Coming up this next week we have a
bank holiday on Monday meaning
we have a well deserved three day
weekend! Please take this time to
take care of yourselves whether
it be revising, resting or getting
out to take a well needed
break.
Simi and Rianne (Head’s Ambassadors)

Friday 30th April 2021

RAE’S RESPONSE TO THE PROTESTS AGAINST VIOLENCE
Since the murder of Sarah Everard
there have been prostests, vigils
and an outpouring of solidarity on
social media from women who
have expressed their anger at feeling afraid, intimidated or made into
‘potential victims’ for simply walking alone at night or on quiet
streets or parks. They have broken
no law, they have not infringed upon the right of others, yet they are often held accountable to the actions of
violent men.
Women have the right to walk by themselves, to be outside without a selfimposed curfew, to wear what they feel happy and confident wearing without the threat of violence or the judgement of others.

MAINTAINING MENTAL HEALTH BY JIMMY
When we think of mental health, our
mind can wander to different places
which may not necessarily be the truth.
Mental Health can be defined as ‘a person’s condition with regard to their psychological and emotional well-being’. It
may be hard to recognise that somebody
may be suffering from poor mental
health: it can even be hard to recognise if
you are suffering from mental illness.
This article will provide you with all the
necessary
information
to
potentially better
your future
as well as
brightening
somebody
else's day.
Every mental illness is different to each
other, and can be recognised with their
own distinct characteristics and symptoms. One impactful way to identify if
you or somebody you love may be
suffering mentally is a drastic change in
mood or a social withdrawal. These may
be indicators of mental illness because
things as powerful as depression can
convince innocent people's mind into
having the belief that they are not worth
investing time into by friends and family.
Another way that illnesses such as anxiety can be recognised is through incessant
worrying and fear which you usually
cannot justify. When we have emotions
like this, they may begin to take over our
lives and it is important to take back
control and try your hardest to combat
these negative feelings.
There are multiple methods that you
could undertake that can improve your
mental health and will give you a positive
outlook on life. Firstly, Having somebody
that you trust to confide in when you’re
feeling low is something that can release
you from the burden of fears and worries. Once this weight is lifted from your
consciousness, You will be able to
clear your mind and this fresh
feeling will feel as refreshing as cold water on a
summer’s day. The

Second method of improving mental
health is to keep active and participate in
sports. Biologically, this is effective in
raising your mood as these activities
release important endorphins in the
brain that help your body emulate regular functions that will help you develop
mentally and potentially prevent depression and anxiety. Hobbies are impactful
in distracting you from issues that may
negatively affect you. Additionally, if you
are talented in your chosen activity you
will feel a sense of accomplishment and
empowerment from doing well.
Also it has been proven that positive
cycles in your life can have an impact on
your mental wellbeing. I personally recommend at the end of the day setting
three goals that you want to achieve in
the following day. This sense of clarity
will offer you set goals to achieve and
then when they are achieved they will
motivate you to get your life on track.
There are always people who you can
reach out to, but this help can additionally be provided from hotlines and charities and some of which include…

 Mind Charity which specializes in
mental health.

 CALM (Campaign Against Living Miserably) 0800 58 58 58

 Bipolar UK against living with Bipolar
and Manic Depression

 Men’s Health Forum which supports
men

 Anxiety UK for anxiety help
(03444 775 774)

REVISION ADVICE BY KELLIS
As
exams
approach, it
is important
that all students revise
and maintain a positive attitude
in order to obtain the grades they want and deserve.
You could try a variety of revision techniques. For
instance, I recommend taking a quiz to determine
your learning style. This is beneficial because taking notes may not be beneficial for you, but it may
be the most effective revision method for others.
You should also experiment with different revision
methods, such as watching videos, making flashcards, recording yourself while revising, and taking
notes.
I believe you should be grateful for the websites
provided by the school, such as Seneca Learning,
Active Learn, and GCSE pod.
I recommend that you watch Science with Hazel,
Kayscience, Free Science Lessons, and Science with
Primrose Kitten.It is critical that you constantly test
yourself, so I believe you should try to answer the
questions at the bottom of the CGP book, physics
and maths tutor for topic questions on Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, and Maths. Science with Hazel
has videos that cover the entire range of science
paper tests. Primrose kitten also has a video that
covers the entirety of geography paper 1.

OLD CAMDENIANS
Since 1909, Old Camdenians have
been supporting both the school and
its pupils with bursaries for education. Catch up on all of the news
from Old Camdenians by clicking
here

GCSE EXAMS BY VINCENT
With the end of the school year fast approaching, year 11 students have been shifting their
focus away from learning and onto exams.
Despite the fact that GCSEs will not go ahead
this summer as planned, students will still sit
assessments, curated by the teacher. In addition to this, any work completed will also contribute to your child’s final result.
So, why are teachers determining grades? After many many months of lockdown and content missed, many students felt that their
grade should only be determined by work
done in school with their teachers as well as
any assessment put forward. In response to
last year’s fiasco over algorithms and the public backlash, Ofqual have decided to allow
teachers to submit a grade to the exam board
to moderate that reflects the student's ability
and potential progress; whilst preparing them
for further education, employment or training.
Some students have voiced their opinion on
this new system. Kellis in year 11 thinks that
“exams should have taken place” and that
multiple tests per week put “more pressure on
students”. Joanna, similarly in year 11 likes
that “we’re getting teacher predicted grades …
so i can personally show my teachers what I
can do”.
How will the grades be assessed and what are
the timings for all this? Grades will only be
based on taught material such as classwork,
exams questions and coursework with collected evidence being their result. All grades must
be submitted to exam boards by Friday 18th
June and GCSE results day will be held on
Thursday 12th August.
In conclusion, assessments will still take place
but will instead
be part of the
body of evidence,
including in-class
work to formulate the students'
grade.

Have your contact details changed recently? Or does your child have a medical
condition we do not know about? Please let the office staff know as soon as
you can by emailing: postbox@beacon.org

MUSIC AND ITS ALLURING TIMELESS ATTRIBUTES BY JOANNA

A THREAT TO FOOTBALL AS WE KNOW IT BY TASEEN

Music is one of the many universal languages, designing memories
and the soundtrack of one’s life. It has shaped and continues to
shape cultures and societies, it is greatly respected and brings people together in one perfect harmony.. Today I will be discussing the
music that has shaped, not only my upbringing, but the history of
the musical world and also the music of today’s generation.

The combination of Europe’s top teams merging together to create a “Super League” caused great uproar within
fans across the world, damaging the magic that is Champions League nights. Many fans took to the streets in
order to protest about the immense greed that these
owners believed was right for this beautiful sport. The
reason behind this - money. The greatest European
teams came together to create a segregated and exclusive league. These clubs did not factor any of the fans'
opinions and instead, favoured one filled with the promises of great wealth. The domestic leagues and UEFA
responded with statements that meant the teams involved would not be allowed to participate in the Champions League, World Cup and their respective leagues.
Imagine an English World Cup team with McNeil in the
attack and Tyrone Mings in the back. A Champions
League final consisting of West Ham and Sevilla would
just be a terrible final for one of the most anticipated
matches. An English Premier League with Leicester and
West Ham winning it, year to year. A great threat to football as we know it.

Growing up in a foreign country as a young child, I only had the
melodies of my father’s extreme love for 60s-90s music to appreciate. I have been heavily influenced by this. I have been raised with
a musical taste for songs which are perhaps unusual for children of
my generation but these are my favourites nevertheless. This continuous exposure to my father's albums during my childhood has
made me incredibly interested in music and here are some of the
songs that have influenced it…
One of my father’s beloved artists: Bon Jovi. The popular American
group formed by Jon Bon Jovi, David Byran, Tico Torres, Phil X,
Hugh Mcdonald, Alec John Such and Richie Sambora in 1983 are
responsible for many of my favourite childhood songs. Iconic
tracks like ‘Living On A Prayer’, ‘You Give Love a Bad Name’ to my
personal favourites ‘Bed of Roses’ and ‘Always’. Their songs are just
full of life, the vocals are great and they have become an icon and
songs I could enjoy many years later.
Next are artists not only greatly favoured by my dad but also deeply loved across the entire world, once and still considered the best
band in music history. None other than the motherland-based
band themselves: The Beatles. It’s not new information The Beatles
have made incredible music such as ‘Let it be’, my mother’s personal karaoke favourite ‘Obladi Oblada’ and my personal favourite
‘Please Mr Postman’ though not the original, their rendition of it is
still great. Something about The Beatles’ interesting use of harmony in their songs and John Lennon and Paul McCartney’s unique
yet intriguing vocals are always an experience to listen to.
Last but not least on my list of late 20th century music, a masterpiece that has been tucked away in the depths of my memory and
discovered recently; Eric Clapton’s ‘Wonderful Tonight’. A classic,
packed to the brim with clicheic notions of undying love and just
pure greatness. It’s slow rhythm and simple lyrics make it a great
song to dance or sing to. A song that reminds you of growing old
with your significant other and to me the real life proof of my
grandparents themselves. I believe my dad used this song after the
death of my grandfather for his remembrance and as a small child,
not knowing much, it was a wonderful experience to hear and see.
Now, going onto the songs I’ve recently been listening to. Taken
straight out of my spotify playlist, here are my current music suggestions from this generation of music. As music crosses over language barriers, many great artists and songs have been globally
introduced including one of my top top favourites of all time ‘Magic
Shop’ by none other than BTS. It’s motivating lyrics of self importance, beautiful vocals and an overall incredibly catchy melody
truly never fails to comfort and amaze me. Another good suggestion would be ‘CWJBHN’ by Jake Scott, a quite chill and uplifting
song with an extremely captivating instrumental. For a final song, I
would recommend Pink Sweat$’ ‘17’ a soft and calming R&B song
that beautifully comforts and captures the heart and mind.

PERSONAL SAFETY BY JESSICA
Recently there have been concerns about our personal safety for those
of us who walk home alone after school due to the recent reports of
attempted abductions in the local area. About a month ago, there have
been two reports of a 16 year old and a 14 year old on separate occasions (Lady Margaret Road and Messina Avenue) and a further report has
been made of another local incident where a secondary school student
has also been targeted on Wedmore Street. The first two reports have
mentioned the suspect was driving a silver/grey car and on the third
report the suspect was driving a black van. In light of this we must all
remain vigilant and take all reasonable steps to remain safe. Such as,
walking with a friend/family member to and from school when possible,
try to walk on main roads where there are other members of the public.
Even if that's not possible, try not to listen to music too loudly as these
people target young
adults who are distracted or not aware
of their surroundings.
If
someone
does
approach you, make
your way to the nearest shop or any other
adult that might be
able to help you.
Stay safe everyone!

ANOTHER ENCOUNTER WITH LITERATURE BY PHUK
My web novel recommendations
If the action genre is your cup of tea, then ‘Lord of the Mysteries’ is a web novel for thee. ‘Lord of
the Mysteries’ is a novel which ecompasses action, horror, and well (as the title suggests) mysteries. Welcome to a world mirroring that of 18th century England with the concepts of the modern
era in the industrial era and the world of wizards from Harry Potter lurking in every corner of
this hotpot of a deep ocean. This world is the stage of a
transmigrator, a modern man who has his soul hosted by an
inhabitant of this world who has recently committed suicide
due the supernatural being interwoven with his fate. This
novel explores the journey of this transmigrator as he embroils the darkness of this world and the responsibilities of
those who hold power. Although this novel has no deeper
meaning or expressions (or they’re visible but I cannot comprehend or recognise them), the novel is a great read in and
of itself.
If you need a bit of thrill in your life, why not try reading ‘My
House of Horrors’. ‘My House of Horrors’ is a novel which
contains action, mystery and horror and revolves around an
unfortunate haunted house owner who dances with ghosts
on a daily basis. The novel explores the protagonist’s seemingly ordinary past and delves into the depths of mysteries
ranging from murder cases to a city of the supernatural. This
treasure of a novel shows us the different perspectives of
those involved with different situations, the despair of the victims, the insanity of perpetrators
and the golden light that comes as the redemption of the innocent and their justice.
My manga recommendations
Ok, so maybe you may not enjoy reading, too many words or it's just not your cup of tea, so why
not try a bit of manga? Manga are Japanese comics and are currently very popular, with many
manga getting anime adaptations, one of which I will recommend to you. ‘Dr Stone’ is a manga
which revolves around humanity's survival in a world hit by an apocalypse which resulted in the
removal of humanity’s infrastructure and influence as humans had been petrified for a few millennia. We follow the journey of a young scientist as he survives in this primitive world and uses
science to find out the truth behind humanity’s total petrification and pursues his dream of travelling to the moon.
If the severity of humanity’s revival is too much of a burden, why not try some comedy? ‘Spy x
Family’ is a small, action and comedy manga following the adventures of a family of three
strangers brought together due to their circumstances, with each having their own secrets and
encounters. In this manga, we follow the actions of each member: a spy, a hitman and an esper
as they try to find a balance between their identities and their duties, as well as their changes as
they interact within this fake family.

WELCOME TO GOVERNORS’ CORNER!
Each month we will be introducing some of our Governors and talking about the great work taking place in
our schools.
“My name is Jill McLaughlin, I started as a Governor at
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson School in September 2010
and am delighted and honoured to be Chair of Governors of Islington Futures Federation, and so of each of
our four schools.
When I started, I knew little about being a Governor but
I did know how to ask questions. I have a general management background, which helps when it comes to understanding finances. Now in my 60s, my own school
adventure was a long time ago, however I have been
able to call upon experiences in my working life, including my time in catering when considering school meals!
Schools are complex organisations and we need a whole range of different skills and
knowledge, backgrounds and aspirations to call upon. With four schools to look after, I need
a strong team with me and it is important that the team understands the needs of our pupils, parents, staff and the local community. To do this we need people from our communities to be members of the Governing Body, so that we consider different perspectives and
hear varying opinions.”

INTERESTED IN BECOMING A GOVERNOR?
The roles of a Parent Governor and Associate Member are really important. Some of the
formal duties are:


Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure its money is
well spent



Holding the Executive Head Teacher and Head Teachers to account for the educational performance of the school and its pupils



Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction

If you would like to talk further on how you could contribute to our schools or if you have an
interest in becoming a Governor, then please Jill McLaughlin at
Chair@islingtonfutures.org or get in touch with one of our existing Parent Governors at
Governors@islingtonfutures.org

